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Generalized Kolmogorov Equation (GKE)
〈δuiδui〉(X , r)
Amount of turbulent energy
at location X and scale (up to) r
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scale flux φk = δUk〈δuiδui〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
mean transport
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scale flux φk,ij = δUk〈δuiδuj〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
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AGKEs for indefinite plane channels
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Turbulent channel (Reτ = 200): 〈δuδu〉 in rx = 0 space
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Turbulent channel (Reτ = 200): 〈δuδu〉 in rx = 0 space
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〈δuδu〉≈〈δuiδui〉
what does AGKE add to GKE?
Anisotropy
Introduction AGKE Example results Conclusion
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〈δuδu〉 〈δvδv〉
〈δwδw〉
Anisotropy of attached scales
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〈δuδu〉 〈δvδv〉
〈δwδw〉
Y+ = ry/2 + 14
Y+ = ry/2 + 40
Y+ = ry/2 + 14
Redistribution: pressure strain
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How will I use the AGKE?
Role and occurrence of large scales








Gatti et al. FTaC 2018
Secondary Motions of Prandtl second kind
Stroh et al. JFM submitted
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How will I use the AGKE?
Role and occurrence of large scales
Very Large Scale Motions at high Re
Secondary Motions of Prandtl second kind
Stroh et al. JFM submitted
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Conclusion
We presented the AGKE: exact budget equations for〈δuiδuj〉




In addition to spectral Reynolds stress budgets:
no need for homogeneity
allows scales in inhomogeneous directions
possible “fluxes” interpretation
probably interesting for your research too!
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Fluxes, field lines




























track AGKE terms and Rij along s
Fluxes, field lines: attached & detached scales
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Fluxes, field lines: attached & detached scales
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Fluxes, divergence: donor & receiver scales
contribution of various physical processes to〈δuiδuj〉
(e.g. nonlinear turbulent transport)
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〈δuiδuj〉: relationship with correlation Ri j
〈δuiδuj〉(Yc, rx , ry , rz) =〈uiuj〉|y1 +〈uiuj〉|y2︸ ︷︷ ︸
sum of variances
−2Rui |y1uj |y2 (rx , rz)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cross−correlation
y1 = Yc − ry/2
y2 = Yc + ry/2
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